Northern Obedience Dog Club
Established 1954
Affiliated with the
Victorian Canine
Association

Class Times

Patron: The Mayor of Moonee Valley

Proudly sponsored by

Strathmore
Community Bank®
Branch

Sunday 10am-10:50am
Puppies, Classes 2, 4, 6
Sunday 11:10am-12pm
Classes 1, 3, 5, 7
Wednesday 7pm-8pm
All classes; no Puppies

NOTICES
27 November – NODC
Annual General
Meeting and Trophy
Presentation
All Classes at 10:00 am
4 December
Last day of Training
11 December
Christmas Break Up
Games Day for dogs
and humans and Club
BBQ

5 February 2017
Classes recommence
Summer training times
9:00am – 11:00am

NOTE: The Committee of NODC Inc. and the editor of the Howler reserve the right to edit all copy including
advertising. The opinions expressed in articles published in the Howler are not necessarily those of the Committee or
the editor. The Club assumes no responsibility for false or misleading claims made in copy submitted to this newsletter.
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From the Editor

Barbara Van Meurs

Another year nearly over. Thanks to all who contributed to
Howler this year and made the Club activities special. In
particular thanks to Denise Gardner for her input and for all the
puzzles and creative features in this Christmas special edition.
The Club social event at Kepala was a great success as will be
the next and final social event of the year which is the Club
Christmas Party to be held on 11 December. Details of games
and BBQ on page 9.

President’s Podium

Leo Carroll

At the close of the club year for 2016 I
would like to thank our club members.
A club doesn’t exist for over sixty years just
by chance. The Northern Obedience Dog
Club continues to exist through the efforts
of all the volunteers on the Committee, its
instructors and many who assist in many
other ways.
The achievements this year have been numerous:
- A pilot training program and new format for puppy classes
- Two very successful fun days
- Another successful trial
- Continued strong membership base
To name but a few.
With the AGM due on the 27th of November this will be the final
meeting for this Committee. I’d like to thank all the Committee
members for their support over the last 12 months.
A reminder that when we return in the New Year classes will
commence
from 9:00 am to keep the dogs out of the midday
Denise Gardner
heat.
Barbara Van Meurs
Glenys Barnes
I would like to thank all the instructors, volunteers and members
for their assistance over the year and look forward to seeing you
in the New Year.
Have a Merry Christmas and keep safe over the holiday period.

Write or contribute an
article, story, photo,
comic, joke, idea, etc. to
the Howler!
All we need is your
Name & your Source!
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Responsible Pet Ownership Program
Glenys Barnes

RPO is looking for recruits in our area.
If you are interested in joining this program, please
contact Emily Perri directly for more information,
details below.
The RPO Program is available to Pre School & Primary children
throughout Victoria. Commencing in Victorian Primary Schools
sixteen years ago, this Program helps to educate our next
generation of pet owners on:
 the key characteristics of being a responsible pet owner
 the important role pets play in the community
 how to act safely around dogs
We are hoping you could forward this to your members who may
be interested as we are keen to recruit new, enthusiastic Pet
Educators across key regions including: North West Metro
Melbourne and Geelong.
If you have any questions please call me on 9217 4451 or
email vic.pet@ecodev.vic.gov.au.
Emily Perri
Program Support Officer
Responsible Pet Education Program

REMINDERS
Please keep a lead on your dog at all
times, even between classes, unless
asked to remove it by your class
instructor.
Remember to adhere to Club Rules and
listen to the instructors.
While you are at the Club you are
responsible for you and your dog’s
actions. Ensure there is sufficient space
between each dog so that they are
unable to play with another dog or
make another dog feel uncomfortable.

2016 ClassES

Classes for the rest of 2016 start at
10am for Puppy & “Even numbered
classes”, and 11am for “Odd
numbered classes”.
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info@strathmoreveterinaryclinic.com.au
www.strathmoreveterinaryclinic.com.au/

314 Napier St, Strathmore VIC

THE DOG’S BATH

MUSCAT’S DOG MINDING

Come and stay with me when your owners travel.
Have fun safely. We’ll go walking daily.
And you can sleep inside or outside.
But I only want large dogs,
about my size, to play with.

9331 7174

Call Maggie: 03 9379 0140
Or email her: magg_robb1@optusnet.com.au

42 Wingara Avenue
Keilor East VIC 3033
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Written by Glyn Burnup

NEW YEAR’S RESOLUTION
Well here we are… one year older and hopefully wiser.
For those of you with a new pup just starting the
journey, here are some thoughts to help you along the
way, and for the old hands reminders of how to
encourage your companion to be even better.

Remember…
1. ’dogs just want to have fun'
– Thank you Cyndi Lauper!
2. and they aren’t mind readers!

Reinforcement:
An umbrella to hang over all your training work is
Positive Reinforcement.
Rewarding appropriate behaviour makes it more likely to
happen in the future. The more games you can play with
your dog the more chances there are to teach your dog
to be social, to understand how fragile humans are…so
don't bite them and to make sits, drops, stays and recalls
all part of normal play activity.
Play time also gives you and your family members time
to bond with your dog. Don't allow children to play
unsupervised as teaching a puppy to jump up on them is
a favourite, not a behaviour you want to encourage in
any dog regardless of size.
Those of you with children or small visitors, take the time
to explain that the puppy doesn’t speak any English so if
the children jump about shouting, "No, stop it!" the
puppy just hears 'PLAY WITH ME! I’M A SQUEALY
EXCITING GAME!'

Source: mydogphilosophy.com/2016/01/03/new-year-new-you

Rewards:
The rewards you give must be special… the tone of voice
you use must be warm and happy, a reward toy which
only comes out on these occasions, a tuggie toy, a high
value food treat like cheese or chicken, an extra-long
belly tickle, be creative.

How the others do it
I have just spent a month in the US and Canada and
almost all the hotels we stayed in were dog friendly.
Sharing a lift with a Portuguese Mountain dog brought
smiles to every one's face and new meaning to 'lift
capacity'. The Westin chain even have a rescue
program… Western Wags… see picture.

Punishment:
If you are tempted to fall back on physical punishment, it
may cause your dog to bite in order to defend himself, or
your dog may associate the punishment with other
stimuli, including people present at the time the
punishment occurs. A classic example is, if a dog is
punished for getting too close to a small child, it may
become fearful of or defensive around that child.

Timing:
Timing is also key. Your dog must be rewarded
immediately for the desired action so it associates the
behaviour with reward. My dog is 7 years old and I am
still training her in new activities with positive
reinforcement. Consistency is also essential so everyone
in the family should agree on the same words and
actions, keep it simple so all can be involved.

Source: Glyn Burup
We can only look to the future and hope that one day,
our companions will be welcomed into more and more
hotels or resorts with the same warmth, after all, our
best friends are customers too, the happiest sort!
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MEMBER PROFILE –
NODC COMMITTEE MEMBER AND INSTRUCTOR
Judi is the first instructor who advises new members to the
Club in the Introduction programme and as such provides
the first real contact with the Club.
She is a Life Member who joined the Club in 1988 when
she became the owner of Sam, a Jack Russel X, who was a
problem barker. Barking aside Sam did well in training and
got to class 5 and trialled as well.
When Sam died Raymond was looking for a home for Max,
another Jack Russel X, and Judi obliged. Max got to class 4
but would not stand for examination.
Judi has lived most of her life in the Pascoe Vale/ Coburg
region and continued her involvement with NODC. In 1992
she joined the Committee after initially refusing but
weakening at the AGM.
She worked in the insurance and actuarial business which
perhaps led her to accept the role of Treasurer in 2000,
which position she held for 8 years. Judi has won many
Club trophies and is an active Committee Member. She
owns a Tenterfield Terrier Roxie who can be seen (and
patted) in the clubhouse. In her leisure time she enjoys
dining out on Thai food and reading mystery novels.
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All Instructors’ Meetings are held on the 1st Sunday of the month, after classes are completed.
t
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27 November
Annual General Meeting and Trophy Presentation. (All Classes at 10:00am)
n
All Committee Meetings are held on the 2nd Monday of the month, starting at 7.00 pm.

4 December

Last day of training.

11 December

Xmas Break Up – Games Day for dogs and humans.

5 Feb 2017

Classes recommence. Summer training times 9:00 am – 11:00 am.
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DAY OUT AT KEPALA – 2016

Joanne Carroll

On Saturday 29 October NODC held a day out at Kepala
Pet Resort and Canine Country Club to enable dogs and
owners to mix socially.
There were 28 people and 19 dogs in attendance and all
felt the event to be a great success.
We had use of the BBQ/ grass area where we provided
lunch and we also had access to the agility and sand run
space and the very popular pool area for the dogs.
It was a great opportunity for dogs and members to meet
in a social environment instead of the traditional training
days. We are looking forward to more social events in
2017.

For your chance to win simply

like Prime100™ on Facebook and leave a comment on the

competition post
letting us know the Prime100™ range you’d like to win.
Prime100 Single Protein Diet rolls or Prime100™ Single Protein Diet BARF packs
Two winners, one for each range, will be announced Wednesday, December 21, 2016 on Facebook

.
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Photo Lynn Phillips Dec 2015

WHAT’S ON?
No Classes today!
Today there will be competitions, Santa Claus, a free barbeque as well as a free raffle.
One ticket will be issued to each member but only to people wearing a current
membership card. Remember that 6 December is the last day to renew so don’t miss out!

EVENTS!

Fancy Dress (for dogs!)
Egg and spoon race
Fastest Recall
Dog Baseball
Simon says for Juniors
Simon says for everyone - (can you obey the instructor!)
Fastest Eater of GoodOs
Lots of prizes are there for the best performers and also for the raffle winners!
Santa Claus arrives at the clubhouse at 11:30am and gives out his presents to the
children and poses for photos with members and their dogs.
Meanwhile a fantastic free BBQ is going on up at the clubhouse.

Don’t miss any of it!
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by Denise Gardner

1. What canine actors are honoured on the Hollywood walk of fame? For extra pats which
dog was investigated by police and why?
2. What is a mophead, a grey ghost, a gaze hound and a plum-pudding dog?
3. How much does it cost to train a guide dog and how long is their training?
4. President Obama has two dogs Sunny & Bo. What is the name and breed of Mr
Trump's dog/s?
5. Everyone knows that the mighty Bulldogs moto is "Yield to none" But which way does
the dog face and what is the name of the mascot?
6. What colours can your dog see?
7. Elk hounds hunt elk. What about Dachshunds, Schnauzers and Borzois?
8. What does a female Chinese Crested dog have but her boyfriend doesn't?
9. How many pads does your dog have on his paws?
10. Name the anti puppy-farm legislation.
11. Pick the odd one out...boxer, rottweiler, poodle & fox terrier?
12. Devon won this years Crufts Championship. What breed is Devon?
13. And a more local champ... Bailey set a new high jump record at this years
Casterton Kelpie Muster.
How high did he leap and where does Bailey rest his weary paws?
14. What is the world record for tennis balls in a dog’s mouth?
15. How long have guide dogs been around?
16. What breed of dog is the only one mentioned in the Bible?
17. Lyon, France is the home of the first school for vets. When was it founded?
18. What hangs from a St Bernard's collar?
19. Cardigan Corgis are named for a. Ceredigan, a place in Wales
b. they appear to be wearing cardigans (take a look) or
c. Lord Cardigan - a hero of the Crimean war.
He was a favourite of Queen Victoria as were these dogs.
20. What is the formal name of a newfie, staffie, bluey and sheltie?
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1. Rin Tin Tin, Lassie and Strong Heart (star of the 1925 hit White Fang - who was
accused of murder and attempted consumption of his human victim.
He was cleared and the evil humans collared.)
2. Soft coated wheaten terrier, weimaraner, greyhound & dalmatian.
3. $30,000 ++ and 18 - 24 months.
4. He does not own a dog ...not even a cat!
5. Left to right on the wearer & Sid.
6. Basically yellow, blue and grey. So, don't bother throwing him a red ball at dusk.
7. Badgers, rodents and wolves.
8. Fur
9. Sorry, but you'll have to get down and count them yourself.
10. Oscars Law.
11. Poodles - all other previously had their tails docked.
12. Devon is a Westie
13. 2.916 meters and he's a suburban hound from Croydon.
14. 5 bright yellow tennis balls and naturally it was a Golden Retriever
15. A Roman mosaic preserved by the eruption of a volcano, shows a blind man being
led by a dog. So 2000+ years.
16. See Proverbs 30:29 to find the greyhound.
17. 1764
18. Only his ID ...drinking in the cold is very dangerous so definitely no whiskey.
19. A. a place in Wales.
20. Newfoundland, Staffordshire Bull Terrier, Australian Cattle Dog / Blue Heeler and
Shetland Sheepdog.
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Warm
Michelle Hoffman
Emily Brink
Alexander Singleton
Jessica Costabile
Andrew Ferguson
Emma Taylor
Drew Hynninen
Jessica Kallinikos
Michelle Beveridge
Ken Farnes
Matt Huang
Liz Lelliott
Joe Misiti
Shereen Elsebai
Renee Wood
Mark Withenshaw
Frank Palamara
Matt Tomsic
Crissy Stpehens
Laura Freeman
Nicola Freeman
Andrew Kuc
Stephen Pyk
Caleb & Bailey Hill
Nicole Conway
Andrew Ogilvie
Diana Maddox
Kara & Amelia Mercuri
John Cuffe
Kristy McMurray
Danielah Iacono
Andrew Paulusz
Alex Royer
Jenny Guadagnuolo
John & Rachael Bloem
John & Catherine Zoch
Veronica Artono
Anne & Bernie Ross
Peter Fairchild
Leng Phang
Tori Rusciano
Karen Mengell
Elise & Rob Hore
Lesia Allen
Samantha Crowe
Paul Kolanowicz

Ralph
Selena
Frankie

French Bulldog
Kelpie X
Groodle

Ned

Kelpie

Barry

Cavoodle

Bessie
Mika
Rio
Loki
Jax

Jack Russell Shih Tze X
Maltese X
Alaskan Malamute
Border Collie X Coolie
Groodle

Mika
Hugo
Cyril
Monkey

Finnish Lapphund
Border Collie
Cavoodle
Bull Arab X

Lulu Fraggle
Spencer Sparkle

Spoodle
Spoodle

Maximus

Terrier X Staffy

Loki

Sharpei, Staffy, Border Collie X

Spud

Jack Russell Terrier X

Shadow
Fozzi
Beau
Jessie
Tuppence
Apple

Maltese X
Groodle
Hungarian Vizsla
Labrador
Chiahuaha X Maltese
Pomeranian X Shitzu

Basil
Coco
Kevin

Lagotto Romangolu
Labrador
Kelpie

Sora Luna
Rosie
Angus

Japanese Spitz
West Highland Terrier
Cocker Spaniel

Millie

Groodle

Switch
Missy
Edwina
Bridee
Prince

Groodle
Spoodle
Miniature Dachshund
Labrador
American Staffordshire Terrier

Eshi

American Staffordshire Terrier

Canvas

Australian Shepherd

Felicity Brown
Beau Russell
Samantha Black
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Karen Brown
Pat Mammone
Lily Ghaly
Tristan Berge
Raymond Doody
Ros Wellington
Jason McLennan
Jessica Hattersley
Andrew Brook
Jessie Knott
Jonathan Wilson
Terry Quirk
Debbie King
Stuart King
Denise & Isabella Gallo
Nola Spicer
Monika Eades
Alison & Sam Abbond

Darcy
Andre

Australian Cattle Dog
German Shepherd Dog

Pippin
Hana

Shetland Sheepdog
Belgian Shepherd

Boomer
Maisey

Labrador
Ridgeback X Staghound

Salty

Border Terrier Cross

Harry
Kat
Bob
Ollie

Jack Russell Terrier
German Shepherd Dog
Border Collie X Kelpie
Spoodle

Bobby
Benson
Archie

Miniature Poodle
Labrador
Boston Terrier

SPOT THE DIFFERENCES
Perhaps 10?

Denise Gardner
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CLASS PROMOTIONS – CONGRATULATIONS
Vince Pino
Roger White
Graham Harrison
Catherine Zoch
Kristy McMurray
Jessica Taylor
Jessica Taylor
Annesley Greig
Mel Brown
Jenny Godber
Leo Carroll
Stephanie Lehmann
Ayhan Serbest
Louise Torney
Jessica Taylor
Alex Royer & Andrew Paulusz
Joanne & Chris Moloney &
Alessio Bond
Joanne Carroll
Mark Withenshaw
Renee Wood
David Stevens
Jonathan & David Arnold
Bailey & Caleb Hill
Mia Stankovski
Elise & Rob Hore
Tori Rusciano & Karen Mengell
Irene & John Stamoulis

Poker
Karma
Charlie
Kevin
Jessie
Arn
Astrid
Beaw
Penny
Maggie
Shadow
Bruce
Mila
Daisy
Arn
Apple

2-3
2-3
P-1
P-1
P-1
P-1
P-1
P-1
1-2
2-3
2-3
1-2
1-2
1-2
1-2
P-1

Floyd
Shadow
Hugo
Mika
Millie
Yuki
Loki
Hazel
Switch
Millie
Max

P-1
2-3
1-2
1-2
1-2
P-1
P-1
P-1
P-1
P-1
P-1

KEEP UP THE GOOD WORK
Congratulations to all the handlers and dogs who have passed into the next class. Keep up your regular training and
you will be amazed at how quickly you will progress through the classes.
If you experience difficulty with a particular exercise speak to your Instructor. They will be only too happy to assist
you in overcoming the problem or they will direct you to someone who will be able to give you advice.

Denise Gardner
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Class Exercises
Puppies (8 weeks to 24 weeks)
No exercises are tested for promotion to
next class:
 Socialisation with all puppies on lead;
 Retrieve on the flat on lead;
 Recall on lead;
 Puppy push up
 Heeling on a short lead;
 Examination of Puppy;
 Stays;
 Games, Q&A Session.
Class 2
Exercises tested for promotion to next class:
 All Class One exercises plus:
 Heel slow pace;
 Right turn;
 Recall on lead dog to sit in front of the
handler;
 Stand Stay;
 Stand for Examination (handler in front)
(Food may be used as a lure.);
 Drop from Sit (beside and in front of
handler).
Other exercises to be taught but not tested:
 Retrieve on the flat (on lead);
 Dog Introduction.

Class 4 (Community Companion Dog)
Exercises tested for promotion to next class:
 All Class 3 exercises plus,
 Heel on lead with lead in the left hand;
 Small amount of heeling off lead;
 All stays off lead (when dog is reliable, long
lead if not) (Sit 1 minute Down 3 minutes);
 Recall and return to dog.
Other exercises to be taught but not tested:
 Retrieve on the flat off lead;
 Drop from the Stand position (handler in
front of dog);
 Finish to the recall;
 Ring Craft.

Class 1
Exercises tested for promotion to
next class:
 Heel normal pace;
 Sit;
 Stand (alongside handler);
 Right-about Turn;
 Sit Stay (complete exercise);
 Recall on lead (Dog does not have to sit)
Other exercises to be taught but not tested:
 Retrieve on the flat (on lead);
 Drop.

Class 3
Exercises tested for promotion to next
class:
 All Class Two exercises plus:
 Heel fast pace;
 Heel in figure 8 including sits;
 Automatic sit;
 Drop while heeling;
 Left turn and Left about turn. (both
methods);
 Stand for examination (handler in
front.) (Food may be used only as a
reward.);
 All stays progressing to lead on
ground (Sit 30 sec Down 1 minute)
 Finish to recall on lead;
5 (Novice)
Class
Recall
off lead dog; dog to sit in front.
Exercises tested for promotion to next class:
Other exercises to be taught but not
 All Class Four exercises plus,
tested:
 Heel free;
 Retrieve
flat on lead.
Recall off on
leadthe
(complete
exercise 12
metres);
 All stays off lead if reliable.
(Sit 1 minute down 3 minutes);
 Stand for examination off lead;
 Retrieve on the flat.
Other exercises to be taught but not tested:
 Commence high & broad jumps;
 Ring Craft.
Class Six
Full Open Program
Class Seven
Full UD Program
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excerpted from Pat Millar’s book Play With You Dog

Your best option for finding compatible playmates for your dog is to identify your dog's play
style and select dogs of similar size, energy level, and play style preference.
No doubt there are dogs of significant size disparity who can play well together, but as a
general rule, it's wise to keep the difference in the realm of 25 pounds or less. A playful dog
can easily injure a little dog, even without intent to do harm, simply by running over or
jumping on the smaller dog. Of even greater concern is a phenomenon known as predatory
drift in which something from a dog's evolutionary past triggers the larger dog's brain to
perceive the smaller dog as a prey object - a bunny or squirrel - instead of the canine pal he's
played happily with for months or years. Often the trigger is the smaller dog running, yelping,
or squealing. The bigger dog gives chase, and tragedy ensues.
For more ideas and advice on the best ways to play with your dog and the benefits to both
you and your dog, purchase Pat Miller's book.
contributed By Frances Hammar
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The Good, the Bad and the Ugly
Peter Dapiran

 On November 7, one the greatest ever singer/songwriters, Leonard Cohen, died.
As a child, he had a Scottish Terrier called Tovarich (comrade), known as Tinky, in
Cohen’s words, “I guess the closest being to me during my childhood”. In one of
his most well-known musical poems, Everybody Knows, he sings, “Everybody got
this broken feeling, like their father or their dog just died.” Today, everybody got
this broken feeling, Leonard. RIP.
 Victorian government very busy minister for training, skills, international
education, and corrections, Steve Herbert, has resigned from the ministry, with
the intention not to stand for re-election at the next election. He fell on his sword
when it was revealed that his two dogs, Ted and Patch, were being driven around
in a government car by themselves at the taxpayers’ cost. He’ll soon have more
time to walk the dogs and perhaps take them to obedience class.
 Here’s a twist. Micro-chipping your dog might save YOUR life. A woman walking
her dog, Taffy, in Oakland, USA, was hit by a car. The woman was unconscious and
carried no identity. Her family was eventually identified from the information on
the dog’s micro-chip.
 Walnut the Whippet from Cornwall, UK, was near the end of his life at the grand
old age of 18 years. His owner wanted to celebrate its life with a last walk along
the Cornish beach that Walnut had known. He was carried along the beach by his
owner, accompanied by hundreds of dogs and their owners in tribute to Walnut.
Walnut continued over the Rainbow Bridge after his last beach walk.
 A French comedian, Remi Gaillard, has locked himself in a dog shelter kennel in
Montpellier, France, to bring attention to the plight of abandoned dogs. He has
promised to stay there until 300 dogs at the shelter have been adopted.
 Victorian puppy farm operators are planning to move their operations over the
border to NSW to escape the Victorian Government’s planned tightening of the
puppy farm legislation.
 Food Trucks for humans abound in Hipsterville, but what about our dogs? Canine
Wellness Kitchen food truck has arrived, selling gourmet morsels for our canine
companions. On the menu? Shark cartilage, lamb lungs and Achilles knot
tendons. That will keep them busy while you munch on your sliders.
 In a natural disaster, what happens to our pets? Many human shelters won’t take
pets so that owners and their animals go separate ways. After a recent
earthquake in Japan, a vet found that many owners slept in their cars with their
pets rather than give them up to animal shelters. He is now campaigning for more
animal-friendly evacuation shelters.
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Denise Gardner
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Kepala Pet Resort, situated in tranquil countryside, provides five star luxury
accommodations, including large grassed areas where your dog can play safely.
Kepala Pet Resort is operated by Kevin and Pauline Lacy, family and staff.
Visit our website for more information: http://www.kepala.com.au/
We invite you to visit and view our complex prior to making a booking.
Address: 55 Edwards Rd, Diggers Rest, Victoria 3427 | Phone: (03) 9740 1272
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Northern Obedience
Dog Club is a
non-profit organisation
staffed by volunteers
dedicated to promoting the
training and understanding of the dog,
so that it can be accepted as a true
companion in our urban society.
The Club trains people to train their dogs
to be obedient, companionable and
useful. The club provides you with the
opportunity to train your dog, and the
fact that our club and others like us exist,
show how much interest in dog training
as a hobby has increased. Training for
most people can be a hobby that is
enjoyed by both dog and owner.
See our website for more details.

Northern Obedience Dog Club

Helping YOU train your dog!

Looking for photos and updates?

LIKE us on Facebook
www.facebook.com/Northern
ObedienceDogClub
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